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Assrnect

Nomograms are presented herewith for the solution of several well-known petrographic
formulae that are used in the measurement of optic angles. To solve for uny orr" of the four
variables a, p, -y, and.Z, when three of them are known, a grid type nomogram has been
prepared; and a similar chart has been drawn to show the relationships between the vari-
ables a, 9, "y, and,.4, Twonomograms are also presented for the solution of the equations
sin E:0 sin / and D:1( sin E (Mallard's formula). The method of preparing these charts
is outlined, and their usss given. The topic of errors in observations and in computations is
also considered.

INrnonucuoN

The equations that give the true and apparent optic angles of a biaxial
mineral, as functions of its three indices of refraction, are well known to
petrographers. But these equations contain four variables, and cannot
be represented by single graphs, using ordinary two-dimensional Car-
tesian or polar coordinates. A graphic solution of an equation that relates
approximately the variables V, d, g, and T was published by Wright,
who utilized a combination of cartesian and polar coordinates; but the
use of this chart requires a preliminary subtraction of a from B, and of a
from 7, in order to obtain an equation containing only three variables.
Later Wright published three similar graphs, charting both the approxi-
mate and true equations, but these likewise required preliminary arith-
metical work between the variables a, B, and ^t, and were therefore es-
sentially three variable charts. rn more recent years, Smith published
a graph for obtaining the value of I/, when a, S and,7 are known, charting
an approximation formula similar to the one charted by Wright. This
graph uses one or more moving calibrated scales, and requires a three-
fold visual interpolation. Still later, Lane and Smith published another
graph of the same equation, utilizing a different method of charting, but
still retaining the moving calibrated scale. rn the present paper, the true
equations relating d,9,.y, and tr/and d,0, "y, and E are charted as nomo-
grams of the grid type. Such graphs require for their use only a single
uncalibrated straight-line index, and involve the least possible degree of
visual interpolation.

Two other equations, containing only three variables, are also much
used in the measurement of optic angles. These are the equations
sin E:0 sin tr/, and D:K sin E (Mallard's formula). The first of these
was originally charted by Fedorov, using a combination of cartesian and

I Published with the permission of the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
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polar coordinates; and subsequently Wright published two graphs of
these equations, one of which was essentially a reprint of Fedorov's
chart, whereas the second was a graph in Cartesian coordinates. Still
later, Wright published three additional graphs of this equation, charted
by the same methods. Mallard's equation, on the other hand, was first
charted in Cartesian coordinates by Becke, and later in a combination of
Cartesian and polar coordinates by de Souza-Branddo. A special slide-
rule was also constructed for its solution by Schwarzmann. Doubtless
many others have likewise prepared graphs of these two simple equations.
But excepting Schwarzmann's slide-rule, which is not readily available,
all of these solutions require visual interpolation whereas a three-variable
nomogram is free from this drawback. None of these graphs, therefore,
can be used as easily and quickly as a nomogram.

The equation sin E:0 sin 7 can readily be transformed, by a suitable
choice of parameters, into Mallard's formula, and vice versa. Hence both
equations convey essentially the same information, and it would be en-
tirely feasible to chart them in a single three-line nomogram, using double
calibrations on two of the scales. For the sake of clarity, however, the
two equations have been separately charted.

Orrrc ANcr.E EeuArroNS

Six equations are commonly given, relating the four variables d, 9,.y,
and V, but it is necessary to consider only two of these, both of which
can be presented together in a single nomogram. The selected equations
are as follows:

1 1
q2 P2sin'9l ! : f r  (1)

a' a'

t 1
rJz ^,2
P Tsinz V,:_t _,i e)

q2 "y"

where I/r:one half the true optic angle of a positive biaxialmineral.
/o:one half the true optic angle of a negative biaxial mineral.
a:the least index of refraction.

0:the intermediate index of refraction.

l:the greatest index of refraction.
We have also the following equations:
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,i1 l:B sin tr/

D:K sin E

(J/

(4)
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where .B:one half the apparent optic angle of a biaxial mineral, as measured in air.
D: a distance measured on a micrometer scale, usually in the lower focal plane of the

ocular.
K : Mallard's constant) as experimentally determined.

Combinbing equations (1) with (3), and (2) with (3), we obtain the following equations,

that are likewise to be charted:

1 l

sin2 Et _a2 92 (.5)
p 2 L l

1 1

srnz Eo_A2 t2 (6)
p 2  1 1

a2 72

Eliminating -E from equations (3) and (4), another very useful equation is obtained'
namely,

D: KA sin V (7)

Combining equations (1) with (7), and (2) with (7), still another useful pair of equations
are made available, as follows:

Dtz
sin2 Vr:

sin2 Vo:

K2q2"Y2+D2(72_d)

I)Pa2

(8)

(e)
K2q2.y2_D2(.y2_d2)

For reasons later stated,nomograms of formulae (7), (8) and (9) have not been prepared

PnBp.qnarroN or CHARTS

In equation (1), let sin2 V, be temporarily a constant, that is, let
sinz Vr:Q. We then have

t t 1
( 1 _ c ) . ; * c .  j _  B , : o

It is now desired to introduce into the above equation the scale moduli of
the nomogram, and also to write the equation in the form of a vanishing
determinant. As the values of a and I rr'ay be nearly equal in some bi-
axial minerals, the range of these two variables, and also of B, may be
taken as identical, and their scale moduli may be represented by the
same constarft, M. The transformation to a vanishing determinant is
accomplished by writing two auxiliary equations in new variables, in
such a manner as to produce three equations with common roots. The
coefficients of these three equations will then yield the desired deter-
minant.
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l 1
Thus  l e t  t :M . - ,  and  y :M . -

a" 'l'

This change in variables yields the following equations:

I - C C I- -_  r+-  r - -  :0
M  

' " '  
M ' '  p 2

1
* *  0 1 - M . - : 0

or* y-M.+:o
a'

The resulting determinant is as follows:

541

1 _ C C I

M TI  
_E

1  0  - M .

0  1  - M .

Now the index line of a nomogram must connect certain values oI a, B,
and T on three scales, in such a manner as to satisfy the equations of these

three variables. In other words, three points on each of the three gradu-

ated scales must l ie on a straight l ine;and for this condition to exist, all

the elements of one row or one column of a vanishing determinant must

equal unity. The above determinant is readily changed into this form, by

the usual methods of transformation, giving the following:

The dimensions of the chart will be taken as S inches square' and since

this chart is plotted by means of rectangular coordinates, the maximum

X dimension equals S. We introduce S into the vanishing determinant

merely by multiplying it into each element of the first column. The maxi-

mum y dimension is determined by the relationship: M:11 , , 
*h.r"

where nland nzare respectively the least and greatest value of the indices

of refraction, as shown in the chart. The final constructional determinant

is then as follows:

I

a2

I

r"

: 0

1
M . -

d2

1
1vf .-

/f2

1
M . -

-f2

ni
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: 0

Similarly, by starting originally with equation
structional determinant is obtained:

(2) ,  the lo l lowing con-

0

s (1 -c )

In charting determinants (10), and (11), the question arises as to what
limits should be taken for the three indices of refraction, a, B, and 7. To
include all the biaxial minerals listed in the Larsen-Berman tables, the a
scale should begin at 1.324, to include avogadrite;and the 7 scale should
extend to 4.046, to include stibnite. Limits of this magnitude are imprac-
ticable in a chart of this sort, because it is desired to plot most of the index
scales with intervals of.002; and anv such range would render this degree
of subdivision unreadable, when the chart is reduced to its size of publi-
cation. The range of 1.450 to 2.000, which includes nearly 90 per cent of
the listed minerals, was finally selected as the best possible compromise.
This range excludes fewer minerals of low index of refraction than of high
index of refraction, because the optical constants of the former are more
readily obtained with ordinary petrographic equipment.

This chart, shown in Plate I, was drawn originally 20 inches square,
for reduction to 10 inches square as a laboratory chart, and to about 7
inches square f or publication. Hence S : 20. The value ol M was taken as

M: -  
s  - : -  2o  : sg .o+s

7  7  . 47562 - .25
't122 ?ttz

The same dimensions and scale moduli were also used in the preparation
of Plate fI, showing the relations existing between the variables q,0,7,
and E.

In the above exposition, the value of sinz V, has been assumed to re-
main constant, representing some fixed value of Z. This results in a
nomogram of three graduated scales. But if a series of values are now as-

signed to V, thescale of { ura { *iff remain unchanged, and a series
az -yz

(10)

1

q2

T
R2

I
M . -

^,2

( 1 1 )

I
M . -

a2

I
7 t

R2

17 r

"Y,
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1
of i scales will be produced, each corresponding to some particular value

82
1

of V. By connecting like values of 
* 

on each of these scales, there will

result the grid type of nomogram shown in Plate I. Charting the range
of 7 from 0o to 45", however, this nomogram will be confined to half the
space of S inches; and in the other half it is possible to chart determinant
(11) without interference. Plate I is therefore a composite grid nomo-
gram, charting determinants (10) and (11).

Considering now equation (5), and representing sin'.8" as temporarily a constant, we

have:

1 1
@,-c) .* - tc  .7- r :o

1 1
Setting r:M.- and, y:tr'4.J-t andutilizing the same algebraic technique already ex-

plained, we obtain the following vanishing determinant:

t r -c  c  _1
M M

1
1  0  - M . -

d'

I
0  1  - M . m

p

And from this, by transformation and by the introduction of S, is obtained the construc-

tional determinant tlat is to be charted:

=0 (r2)

Similarly, by starting initially with equation (6), instead of (5), the following constructional

determinant is obtained:

: 0

0

Isc.-
p2

s

1
M . -

a-

1
M . -

a2

1
M . 1

7'

1

I

0 M.+
t

/  r \  I
s t 1 - c . - t  M . -\  t r /  g

I
s  M ' *

(13)
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For obvious reasons it is necessary to take lot Ea range of values twice
as great as for Z. It has been found feasible to extend the range of -B from
0o to 90o, and sti l l  to chart determinants (12) and (13) in a single graph,
without interference. A composite grid nomogram of this type is shown
in Plate II.

In the two preceding charts (Plates I and II), the relationships are
shown between a,0,.y, and V, and between d,0, "y, and -8. It would also
be possible to prepare a third chart, in which B, is absent, and a, 7, V and
-B are related. The formulae comprising this group of variables are as
follows:

|  
" , ,  ,  I  s in2 I / ,

- . C O S '  l 7 f ; . S l n "  l ' 7 : - -
a' 7' sin2 E"

I  .  " . ,  
1  s i n z V o

;.s ln '  
r 'd t ; .cos" t  a:s in2ld

and the constructional determinants corresponding thereto are:

1
O M . - 1

q2

"in2 Vt
S s i n 2 / "  M . - : *  r

s l n ' r t l

1
S  M . -  I

72

S  M . -  1
a2

sin2 V-
S s i n 2 7 o  M . }  - J  1

srnz -Eo

1
o  M . -  1

^,2

From a preliminary charting of these two determinants, it appears that
the values of 7 and E will be represented by a closely spaced gridwork of
two systems of lines, that intersect one another at very oblique angles.
ft is not believed that such a chart would be sufficiently useful to pay for
the labor required in its preplration.

Consider now the charting of the next equation:

sin -E:0 sin 7
Let r.:M sin E, and y:i[ sin Z

Substituting as before, we get the three folloq'ing equations:

1 B

r f  * - ^ ' v  : 0

r-M sin E:O

1v-1[ sin I/:0

(14)

(1s)

: 0

(17): 0

(16)
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And from these, the following vanishing determinant is derived:

1  - l J  o
M 1 r

1  0  - M s i n E

0  1  - I [ s i n 7

: 0

This can be transformed, with S and the scale moduli M and .l[ inserted, into the following

constructional determinant'

J+J

O  M s i n E

SMB
0 :0  (18)

In this graph, the range of E is twice that of 7, and for this reason, with
M:20,  we have

n: s :]L:rr.rrn
sin Zz-sin 7r .707

MP+N
s

I

I

1

$
&
75

7o

6

@

$

6

35

30

a

-1[ sin 7

puft ill NoMoGRAM 0f StN t . p St[ y

JOHff 6 MTRTIE If,

u s c€olocg( su8vll
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Plotting the values of X and IZ in rectangular Cartesian coordinates, a
chart would result having the form of a rhomboid. To obviate this, and
to produce a square chart, the values of X and Z are plotted in oblique
Cartesian coordinates, wherein the positive end of the Z axis makes an
angle of 45'with the positive end of the X axis. Hence for a chart of 20
inches square, S: V800:28.284.

The circumstances which limited the plottable range of indices of
refraction, in Plates f and II, do not apply here. Hence a more complete
scale of B is charted. Equation (18) is shown in Plate III.

Using the same method as heretofore applied, equation (4) (Mallard's
formula) can be transformed into the following constructional deter-
minant:

0
SM

NK+M
s

M s i n E  1

0 r
_ND 1

:0  (19)

In plotting determinant (19), the limits to be taken for the variables
D and, K are somewhat uncertain. In many petrographic microscopes,
the micrometer scale used for axial angle determinations has 100 divi-
sions, though in the Wright model Bausch and Lomb research micro-
scope, the scale includes 130 divisions of 0. 1 mm. each. Nevertheless, only
a part of this scale is used, and therefore the limits of 0-50, for the half-
scale of D, appear to be satisfactory. The range of K (Mallard's constant)
was arbitrarily taken as twice that of D, that is, from 0 to 100. In a chart

20 inches square, the value ol M isobviously 20; but lf :?9:0.+. fn"
50

value of S, using oblique coordinates for plotting, remains 28.284. The
nomogram of Mallard's formula is shown in Plate IV.

Reference has already been made to the following equations:

D:KF sin V

a*
sinz 7t:

sinz I/o:

K2a2t2+ D2(y2 -d2)

Daz

(7)

(8)

(e)
K2d2.y2_ D2(.y2-d2)

For all values ol K, a grid nomogram would be needed to represent equa-
tion (7); and still more complex nomograms would be required to repre-
sent equations (8) and (9). On the other hand, for some fixed value of K,
equation (7) could be represented by a three-line chart, and equations
(8) and (9) by grid nomograms. It seems a waste of time and labor to
prepare charts for all values of K, when only one, or at most a few, such
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u iotloi#'flltu'&,'

values are utilized by any one worker. Hence the preparation of suitable
nomograms of these three formulae seems rather to be a project for the
individual worker.

UsB on Cn,q.rrs

Plates I and II merely represent graphically the relationships that
exist between certain functions of a,8,7, and V (or E); and their use is
very simple. All that is really required is a straight-edge, but in actual
practice it is better to use a piece of transparent celluloid or zylonite, on
the bottom of which has been scratched a straight line. If this line is ad-
justed on the outer scales, to connect known values of a and 7, it will
cut the intervening gridwork at a series of points representing specific
values of B and V (or E) that satisfy the charted equations. If the value
of B is known, the corresponding value oI V (or E) may at once be read
from the chart, and vice versa. The optical character of the mineral is
likewise indicated. More generally, the value of any one variable can be
found, if the values of the other three are known.

J+ l

s
s
E

m

65

6

55

$

s
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Plate I will be used mainly for computing the optic angle of a mineral
from its three indices of refraction. But in actual practice, 0 is more dif-
ficult to determine than a and ,y. Therefore, Plate II will be of value in
determining the value of B, when a, 7, and E are known. The concurrent
use of both charts should serve to facilitate the publication of values of
d,9, ^1, V and, E, that accord with one anotherl and a critical examination
of the data that have already been published, will demonstrate the need
for this correlation.

Plates III and IV are ordinary N-charts that require little or no expla-
nation. Plate III will probably be used mainly to calculate the value of

tr/, when E and 0 are known. Plate IV is designed primarily for determin-
ing -8, from a scale value (D) and Mallard's constant (rK). In general,

each of these charts shows the relationships existing between three varia-
bles.

Ennons

It remains to be considered whether these charts yield solutions that
have the required degree of accuracy, when considered in terms of un-
avoidable errors of observation. In this connection, consider formula (1).

l 1

a2 82
sin2 tr/-:' 1 1

a2 r'

Difierentiating partially with respect to a, p, and z, we get:

(1 )

ov r : -  |  
c tnv -

0 q  / l  l \

" ' \a- r ' )

{l: ,: ^ cosec z., sec tr/.,aa 
"G-+)

oV, 1
_  : _ _ i a r r  I ,0t 

"(J_+)
1 r 1 1 1 - ' l

.'.dvl: 
, , L-; 

ctn h d.al 
* 

cosec /7 sec V1 d1)-; tan V$t 
) 

(20)

q2 7'

Similarly from equation (2), we obtain:

I  l - 1  1  I  - -  - 1
dV" :  

r  ,  LJ ,u"  
t r /adc- - :cosec /osecV 'd l l -c tnV"h I  (21)

"y.
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Now consider the mineral hornblende, for which q:1.654, 9:1.666,

r:I.670, and 7 (computed):29"49'' The maximum error wil l occur

when Aa and A7 are positive and AB is negative, or vice versa' Therefore

we take da:d.^y: .001 and dB:  - .001.  We then have 
f f : . rZ l :28 

per

cent, which is approximately the maximum possible error in V. From an

examination of formula (21), or by reference to Plate f , it is ap-

parent that this error increases as the birefringence decreases. If such

errors as these are present when 7 is numerically computed, then cer-

tainly the graphic computation oI V,by the use of Plate I, is adequate.
Formulae (5) and (6) may be used either to obtain the value of E,

when a, B, and 7 are knownl or to obtain the value of B, when a, 7 and

-E are known. The total differentials of E and E,,Ior the first case' are as

follows:

s e c E - F  1
dEr:  

t  t l - ;  
.o. . .  8. , (B2-sin2 El)d"+* cos"c E"dp-f  s in Erdr]  Q2)

a2 n2

s e c E o ; - l  B  _  1  . . - . - - ' l
Ot":|; 

l; 
sin E^da-\ cosec EodB{; cosec Eo(p-sin' B")dt 

J 
(2J)

a2 "y2

For the mineral hornblende, take a: I.654, P:I.666, "y:L670 and E"
(computed):55o56'. And assume as before observational errors of

Aa:Ay: .001 and AP: - .001.  Then 4! : . r ln :38 per  cent ,  which is
-Ld

approximately the maximum possible error in E". This is still greater

than the maximum error that results from the numerical computation
of 7; and is far greater than the error that results in the graphic compu-
tation of .E from Plate II.

For the other use of formulae (5) and (6), in solving for B, when a, 7,
and .E are known, the total differentials are as follows:

1 r 1 a2 

" 

-4) sin -8, cos EdE,f e4)OU: 
U L; 

(tr2-sinz E)da* 
n 

sin2 Erdl! 
\ r,/ 

.J

I tnz | /.v2 \ 
-'l

oU:ALi $inz E,)da!- (ff-sin, E")h- (;-t) sin Eo cos n"dE" 
) 

(2s)

For  hornblende,  take a:1.654,  l :1 .670,  E" :60.5o and B (computed)
:1.6656. The maximum error wil l obtain when Aa and A7 are positive,
and AE, is negative or vice versa. Therefore we take da:dy:.001 and

dEo: -5.5o. We then h^u"Q:.00099:.1 per cent, which is approxi-
D
o
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mately the rnaximum possible error in 0. This error is of the order of that
which results from reading B directly from the chart. It therefore appears
that chart II should be satisfactory for most minerals.

The total differential of 7 with regard to B and E, as derived from
equation (3), is as follows:

*:+l#d.a-tanvde]

For the mineral hornblende, assume 9:1.666, E:60.5' and 7 (com-
puted) :31"29' . The maximum error occurs when E and p have opposite

s igns.  Hence tak ing dE:0.5o and dS:- .001,  we f ind that  { :s ix  per
v

cent. fn Chart IIf, the minimum calibration of B is .02 and the minimum
value to be obtained by interpolation is .01. Yet even with such readings
of B, the value of tr/ can be read closer than 6 per cent.

For reference, there are also given two other total differentials, de-
rived from formula (4), (Mallard's formula), and formula (7). These are
respectively as follows :

ou:+ lsec Ed.D-tan Ed.Kl

Or:hbec Vd.D-g tan VitK-K tan VdBl

The total differentials above derived also lead to the consideration
of another topic. fs it desirable, for example, to tabulate a value of 7
that is computed from a, g and 7, when the possible error in V may be
as great as 28 per cent, as shown for hornblende? If the errors of observa-
tion are admitted to be as great as those assumed above, then, in the ab-
sence of other data, a more appropriate tabulation might be, 2V:60"
*16o. The same considerations apply to the tabulation ol V, as com-
puted from equation (7), because there are initial errors in p, D and K.
And if E is measured directly, by the use of a Fedorov stage, it is no more
free of error than any other physical measurement; and E still has to be
converted to V by means of formula (3), wherein one of the variables is

B, which is admittedly subject to an observational error.
In view of these considerations, it may be desirable for the mineralo-

gist or petrographer to determine, and possibly to publish, the probable
errors of observation in the basic quantities, such as d, 9, .f , D and K.
Estimates of these primary errors could readily be made. Thereafter these
initial errors could be inserted in the total difierentials above given, to
compute the approximate errors that may exist in the derived quantities,
such as -E and V. Or if desired, the possible errors in the derived quanti-

(26)

(27)

(28)
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ties could be determined by substituting in the original forrirulae quanti-

ties like c lAo', to replace a, where the increment in the independent

variable represents the probable error in that variable. It is believed

that tabulations of ,E and I/ would be more useful if their possible errors

were thus indicated.
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